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More Praise for Your Church in Rhythm

“The myth of a perfectly balanced ministry is just that, a

myth. Worse, the pursuit of it is a certain recipe for needless

frustration and discouragement. Bruce Miller offers an

alternative that is true to both Scripture and creation—a

powerful force called rhythm.”—Larry Osborne, author and

pastor, North Coast Church, Vista, California

“Your Church in Rhythm will stop you in your tracks and

then move you forward in a more healthy way. We all

struggle to refine and sustain our leadership. Bruce Miller

brings critical insights into seasons inherent in the life and

the leadership of the church. Rhythmic understanding can

make the difference between success and failure, creative

vitality, and resigned mediocrity. Your Church in Rhythm will

ultimately change the way you lead.”—Jim Garlow, lead

pastor, Skyline Church, La Mesa, California

“Any pastor who has struggled finding ‘balance’ will

benefit by discovering ‘rhythm’ instead. Grow past the

nonstop hype of making every Sunday ‘the greatest Sunday

ever!’ Your Church in Rhythm brings ministry back to

reality.”—Geoff Surratt, pastor of ministries, Seacoast

Church, Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina

“Bruce Miller leads a healthy, growing church because he

lives a healthy, ever-growing life that is in step with the

Spirit. He has discovered what so many pastors and leaders

search for—a Spirit-directed rhythm within the Body that

brings forth sustained growth over the long haul. Every

pastor and church leader needs to read this book!”—Jeff

Warren, senior pastor, Park Cities Baptist Church

“This very practical book will help all pastoral leaders carry

out Paul’s powerful exhortation—to make ‘the most of every

opportunity’ (Ephesians 5:16).”—Dr. Gene A. Getz, Center

for Church Renewal, Plano, Texas

“As a pastor, I’m constantly searching for the best

resources to train and equip my staff and church leaders.



Your Church in Rhythm just moved to the top of my list.”—

Dr. Chip Henderson, pastor, Pinelake Church, Brandon,

Michigan

“In Your Church in Rhythm, Bruce Miller unpacks a truth

that I believe can not only save a pastor a lot of heartache,

but can inject a lot of life into the heart of a church.

Recognizing the ‘seasons’ in the life of our church has been

very liberating and energizing for us. My prayer is that you’ll

find yourself more excited about the present and the future

of your church than ever before as you read this book.”—

Dino Rizzo, lead pastor, Healing Place Church, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana

“Mandatory reading for pastors, staff, church leaders, and

members for Bruce’s rich insight to engaging the rhythms of

church life rather than fighting against the rhythms. His

description of how God has woven rhythms into the life of

every ministry is a priceless principle.”—Bryan L. Carter,

senior pastor, Concord Church

“One of the signs of a good book is that as you are reading

it you want to thank the author for writing it. Your Church in

Rhythm has been that kind of book for me. This provides a

common language from which church leaders can have

robust conversation around where their church is at, and

what God is calling them to do and not to do. Most of all,

Your Church in Rhythm invites the reader to establish a new

definition of health for themselves, their leaders, and their

church. Thank you, Bruce.”—Scott Wilson, senior pastor, The

Oaks
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FOREWORD

If genius is the ability to illuminate the obvious, then Bruce

Miller is a genius. The insights in this book just might

transform how you lead for the rest of your life.

Rhythm is everywhere, in every moment. Your brain cells,

this moment, receive life with each heartbeat. In this

moment, you are whirling unaware in patterned motion as

planet Earth spins like a bike wheel and pedals its orbit

around the sun. Inside of you and all around you, reality

dances to the cadences of the creator’s music. When God

painted this world, his favorite brushstroke was rhythm.

Yet we are tempted to miss this fundamental context of

our lives. Rhythm to us is like water to a fish. As such, the

reality of rhythm becomes something we take for granted.

It’s always there but rarely explored.

Hence, this book is a wake-up call for every leader who

has not yet examined rhythm as a feature of life in general

and church life in particular. I know I’ve been guilty. The

alarm clock’s ring left a powerful question—both challenging

and haunting—echoing in my mind: “What if, in our casual

awareness of rhythm’s ever-present dynamic, we have

missed the deepest wisdom of leadership?”

Prepare for this book to sound the perils of ignoring

rhythm. Guilt, busyness, stress, and even despair can win

the day in our “rhythm-dumb” approaches. Among many

strategies stained with artificial idealism, Bruce Miller

debunks the kingpin—the notion of “balance” that marks

many of our mental models in ministry.

As you dive into this book, I am particularly excited to

commend three other aspects:

First, the principles of this book are incredibly actionable.

Bruce boils down six simple and compelling strategies that



you can take and use everywhere you go. Don’t be

surprised when you get up from your favorite reading nook

to find these six new tools strapped to your pastoral tool

belt.

Second, the principles of this book are universally

applicable. There is no time or place and there is no

theological conviction or leadership style where rhythm

doesn’t apply. If you, like me, are tired of the myriad of

“how-to-do-church” books, then be happy! Your Church in

Rhythm delivers 24-karat gold by transcending models,

methods, and trends.

Third, the author of this book is a one-of-a-kind Kingdom

laborer. As a leader, Bruce couples the mind of a military

strategist with the heart of a willing foot soldier. As a

follower of Jesus, he fuses intensity with integrity and

honesty with optimism like no one I know. Over the last

twelve months, I have enjoyed getting to know Bruce and

his team. They glow with a rare spirit that is “All in” and “All

together” for Jesus.

Now, with the turn of each page, journey into this lost river

of wisdom. From wet feet to waist deep, you will discover

that which is at once strangely familiar and yet completely

new.

Will Mancini

Founder, Auxano, and author, Church Unique



PREFACE
It was July in Aukland, New Zealand, at a leadership

conference, when it first struck me that the idea of a so-

called balanced life is unbiblical, impossible, and toxic.

Instead, rhythm offers a much richer picture of a healthy

life. My earlier book Your Life in Rhythm paints that picture

of a rhythmic life.

Two friends, Mark Sweeny and Greg Ligon, asked me if

“rhythm” could apply to churches. If a rhythmic life is better

than a balanced life, would not a rhythmic church be better

than a balanced church? It made sense to me. If living life in

rhythm leads to less stress and more fulfillment, could it be

that doing church in rhythm would also reduce unnecessary

stress while increasing effectiveness? These questions took

me on a journey that eventually led to Your Church in

Rhythm.

Along the way our church contracted with Will Mancini and

the Auxano organization to consult with us. As the author of

Church Unique, Will has an amazing ability to help leaders

clarify the unique identity of their organization. When Will

and I discussed uniqueness and rhythm, we recognized that

both rhythm and uniqueness are “metaconcepts.”

Metaconcepts are unbounded by the size, age, or theology

of a local church. A metaconcept transcends most

categories that divide and distinguish churches.

No matter what strategy, model, or approach you take,

identity and timing are relevant to your ministry. No matter

what its culture, structure, or style, a local church carries

out its mission in rhythmic seasons and cycles. To be

effective for Christ and for ministry to be truly enjoyable,

churches need to know what time it is. In what unique time

is your church ministering? I’ve written this metaconcept

book for church leaders of all flavors in the hope that it will



contribute to making your ministry more effective and

enjoyable.

In the following chapters, we will peer into the forgotten

dimension of time and explore two kinds of rhythm: chronos

and kairos. You and your fellow leaders will learn how to

discern “what time it is in your church” by identifying your

organizational stage and ministry seasons. When you grasp

your “time,” you can apply the kairos rhythm strategies to

focus on what will most advance Christ’s mission in this

unique moment for your church. When you recognize the

five chronos cycles embedded in our natural world, the

three chronos rhythm strategies will empower you to pace

your church, build mission-enhancing rituals, and oscillate

intensity and renewal so that you prevail for a lifetime in

fruitful ministry. My hope is to open your eyes to a new

horizon that offers fresh insights to strengthen your church’s

ministry and lighten your burden as you serve Christ.
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INTRODUCTION Time: The

Forgotten Dimension

We want our churches to be effective for Jesus Christ. And

yet, we’re not satisfied with what’s happening. Not enough

people are coming to Christ. Average church members are

not serious enough about their faith. There is no silver

bullet, no one solution. But there is a dimension many

church leaders have not adequately considered, a question

we’ve not asked deeply. “What time is it in your church?”

Sometimes a simple question opens new horizons.

Questioning timing opens a dimension that has often been

neglected. I am not referring to time management, but

rather to a deeper sense of appropriate timing, a discerning

of the opportune moment and conversely what does not

“fit” in this season. We can learn how to dance church to the

God-shaped rhythms of life.

Life is not static, linear, or uniform. It moves, oscillates,

vibrates, and pulsates. A good church will find ways to

harmonize with created and providential rhythms. Churches,

like all organisms and organizations, develop through

stages, experience seasons, and live in the cycles of

creation (days and years). In this book, I attempt to open a

new horizon on which we will see six rhythm strategies for

wisely leading our churches so that we are more fruitful in

ministry and ministry has more joy.

If you ignore rhythm, you can hurt your church by wasting

resources on concerns that don’t fit this time in your

church’s life. For instance, if you’re a church planter in the

early days it’s not the time to develop policy manuals or

refined processes. Much stress and guilt often come from

attempting ministry that does not belong in this stage or

season. In contrast, if we employ rhythm strategies, we can


